Find a book...

Rules:

• Take as long as you need to find the book.
• Meet me back at the café with all your books (you can make several trips if you can’t carry 17 books 😊)
• You don’t have to have already read the book – using book titles or what you THINK the book is about is fine.
• I use the term “book” loosely, so a magazine or something else is fine, too.
• Most importantly: you get extra points for full-disclosure, honesty, and of course, hilariousness.

1. Find a book by someone, or about someone, you admire.
2. Find a book you would never read.
3. Find a book you would secretly like to read but would never admit.
4. Find a book that represents the “you” from a year ago.
5. Find a book that represents you now.
6. Find a book that you would like to read with a partner, or a group.
7. Find a self-help book that you anticipate NEVER needing to read.
8. Find a self-help book you already know you need to read.
10. Find a book/magazine that represents a hobby/activity would you take up if you had all the time in the world.
11. Find a book or magazine representing where you would live if you could live anywhere in the world.
12. Find a financial book you would like to read.
13. Find a book that reflects how you feel when you wake up in the morning.
14. Find a book that describes your family.
15. Find a book that describes what you think your life will be like 10 years from now.
16. Find a book that describes you at your “best”.
17. Find a book that describes you at your “worst”.